The exegesis tool that lets you focus on the text.

BibleWorks 10

FOCUS ON THE TEXT

New version!
Preparing a sermon? Writing a seminary paper? Analyzing the biblical text morphologically?

BibleWorks exists to provide pastors, teachers, students, and missionaries with the tools they need to “rightly divide the word of truth” (2 Timothy 2:15). We strive to serve the church and provide a complete package containing the tools most essential for the task of interpreting the Scriptures in the original Greek and Hebrew. Other software may try to provide collections that include thousands of titles. But what sets BibleWorks apart is our focus on the biblical text – it has everything you need for close exegesis. BibleWorks’ tight integration of both texts and tools gives users unmatched search and analysis capabilities. Best of all, BibleWorks is economically priced.

- 250+ Bible versions
- Bibles in 40+ languages
- 50+ original language texts and morphology databases
- Dozens of lexical-grammatical references
- Tools for language acquisition
- Plus a wealth of practical reference works!
The Premier Software Tool for Original Language Exegesis of the Biblical Text

New search capabilities & exegetical resources in BibleWorks 10

- PC and Mac versions – improved Mac compatibility and functionality. No separate Mac Installer purchase required!
- High-resolution tagged images of the Leningrad Codex, plus transcriptions and digital image sets of critical NT manuscripts
- Nestle-Aland GNT 28th Edition
- New English Translation of the Septuagint (NETS)
- Danker’s Concise Greek-English Lexicon of the NT (2009)
- Forms Tab – instant info for morphologically tagged Greek and Hebrew texts
- User Lexicon Tab – create personal notes on any English/Greek/Hebrew word
- 1,200+ high resolution photos of OT and NT sites
- Concise ESV Bible Atlas – maps & more
- Interlinear display with Greek & English reference glosses, phrasal glosses and instant info
- New introductory Hebrew grammar – classroom-tested with lessons, history, and exercises & key
- Dynamically adjustable program text size for easier presentations
- New Module: NA28 & BHS Critical Apparatuses (requires unlock)

Visit bibleworks.com for a full list, demonstration videos, and more!
Organize Your Workspace

The BibleWorks windows progress from searching, to browsing, and, finally, to analysis of particular words – laid out with minimal clutter so that your workflow is more natural and intuitive. Pursue several lines of investigation simultaneously, keeping multiple searches open at the same time.

Instant Information

Quickly view and compare multiple Bible versions in parallel. Get instant word details simply by moving the mouse cursor over a word – complete lemmatization, parsing, and definition for Greek NT, LXX, and Hebrew OT words. See related lexical and grammatical references for a word or verse, cross references, personal notes, critical apparatus sections, context related words, and more!
Grammatical And Morphological Searches – A Breeze!

BibleWorks makes it simple to build complex grammatical and morphological searches. The Auto-complete Morphology automatically opens up – letting you specify parts of speech, tense, voice, mood, gender, case, number, stem, aspect, etc. Even beginning users can easily construct detailed and complex language queries.

Search for words, groups of words, phrases, parts of speech, tenses, etc. Our graphical search engine allows you to put wildcards anywhere, search for articles and prepositions, look for repeated words in a string, specify agreement, exclude words – all in the same query! Limit the search to an arbitrary collection of passages or books, or search the entire Bible. There's no faster way to find these answers.

Resources At Your Fingertips

And you are just a click away from seeing any Greek New Testament verse grammatically diagrammed (or diagram it yourself), listening to specific verses or chapters read in Greek, accessing the Vocabulary Flashcard tool to practice definitions and pronunciation, or seeing a historical timeline or open up detailed maps, dictionaries or atlas. Also, you can automatically apply custom text coloring to Greek and Hebrew text based on morphology.
Greek & Hebrew Texts And Bible Versions


Almost all major English versions are included in BibleWorks: KJV, NIV, NKJV, ESV, NASB, NLT, ASV 1901, RSV, NRSV, NJB, NAB, NET, CSB, etc. (all unlocked). BibleWorks also has major Bible versions for more than 40 modern languages, including English, Spanish, German, Italian, French, Korean, Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, Russian, Czech, etc.

Tons Of Language Resources

BibleWorks comes with lexicons and dictionaries for Greek (Concise Danker, Louw-Nida, Thayer, Friberg, Liddell-Scott, etc.), and Hebrew lexicons (Holladay, unabridged BDB-Gesenius 1905, condensed Pierce-Strong’s BDB-Gesenius, Whitaker’s abridged BDB), all unlocked. You can also purchase the separate BDAG and HALOT modules!

To keep your language skills sharp, BibleWorks includes several Greek and Hebrew grammars (Burton, Conybeare, Davis, Joüon-Muraoka, Verbruggen, Wallace, Waltke & O’Connor, etc.), Greek and Hebrew flashcards (with audio), paradigm charts, and more! Move the mouse over the text, and you can quickly jump to all relevant grammatical and lexical references.
Everything You Need For Close Exegesis of the Original Text

Dig Into The Greek And Hebrew Manuscripts

Behind every translation are the underlying Greek and Hebrew manuscripts, and BibleWorks comes with transcriptions and high-resolution images of Sinaiticus, Vaticanus, Alexandrinus, Bezae, Washingtonianus, Boernerianus, and GA1141. For the Old Testament, high-resolution images of the Leningradensis Codex can be instantly accessed. Markers show the start of each Bible verse reference. In addition, the base package contains the complete CNTTS NT critical apparatus and the Tischendorf apparatus.

Easy To Learn

If this kind of program is new to you, there are hours of task-oriented “how-to” videos, covering both basic and advanced features of the program. BibleWorks comes with an extensive electronic manual as well.

For a full listing of many, many, many more features and databases, please visit bibleworks.com.

PRICING & ORDERING INFORMATION

Visit bibleworks.com or call 1-888-747-8200 for current pricing and ordering information. Upgrade pricing available.
When comparing programs based upon the content-to-price ratio, BibleWorks 10 stands supreme. It is difficult to imagine life as a Greek professor without BibleWorks.

David Hutchison
Associate Professor of New Testament
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary

Hardly a day goes by where I do not open BibleWorks, whether it's to help me work on a lecture, write a book, prepare a sermon, or simply grow in my relationship with God. … The value of what you get in the base package is simply without parallel in the world of Bible software.

Matthew S. Harmon
Professor of New Testament Studies
Grace College & Theological Seminar

If you are serious about your interaction with the text of Scripture, I'd urge you to get BibleWorks. And if your pastor doesn't already have it, give him a gift which will be a blessing to your congregation as well. He'll thank you, and you’ll reap the benefits as well.

Dan Phillips
Pastor, author, blogger, conference speaker